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Abstract

from the two aforementioned problems. The transcriptions need
to be normalized to fit the speech better and the speeches need
to be segmented.

Acoustic data acquisition for under-resourced languages is an
important and challenging task. In the Icelandic parliament,
Althingi, all performed speeches are transcribed manually and
published as text on Althingi’s web page. To reduce the manual work involved, an automatic speech recognition system is
being developed for Althingi. In this paper the development
of a speech corpus suitable for the training of a parliamentary
ASR system is described. Text and audio data of manually
transcribed speeches were processed to build an aligned, segmented corpus, whereby language specific tasks had to be developed specially for Icelandic. The resulting corpus of 542
hours of speech is freely available on http://www.malfong.is.
First experiments with an ASR system trained on the Althingi
corpus have been conducted, showing promising results. Word
error rate of 16.38% was obtained using time-delay deep neural network (TD-DNN) and 14.76% was obtained using longshort term memory recurrent neural network (LSTM-RNN) architecture. The Althingi corpus is to our knowledge the largest
speech corpus currently available in Icelandic. The corpus as
well as the developed methods for corpus creation constitute
a valuable resource for further developments within Icelandic
language technology.
Index Terms: Icelandic, speech corpus, text normalization, automatic speech recognition

1.1. Related work
Using approximate transcripts is not new. It has been shown
how captioned multimedia speech can be made into a speech
corpus [2]. Text normalization is explained in [3, 4]. Other
methods include for example lightly supervised methods [5].
1.2. Existing speech corpora in Icelandic
Two open speech corpora already exist for Icelandic, Hjal [6]
and Málrómur [7]. The Hjal speech corpus consists of voice
samples from 2000 individuals, where each individual was
asked to read up words, phrases and sentences written on one
sheet of paper. The content on each sheet had been carefully
chosen to represent words and phrases likely to be used in ASR
applications, phonetically rich sentences and isolated letters.
1000 distinctive sheets were generated, hence each sheet was
read by two individuals. In relation to the Hjal project, a pronunciation dictionary was built. That dictionary is now freely
available on http://www.malfong.is and contains 65 thousand
SAMPA and IPA transcribed words. It was used as a bases for
our pronunciation dictionary.
The Malromur corpus is an open source corpus of about
120,000 Icelandic voice samples, from 592 individuals, which
sum up to around 255 hours of data. Half of the corpus comes
from news stories. The other half consists of rare tri-phones, location and proper names, urls, numbers, names of days, months
and times of day, simple questions and greetings.

1. Introduction
The main hurdle for training automatic speech recognition
(ASR) systems for under-resourced languages is the lack of
acoustic data. In order to produce the technology, not only
must acoustic data be gathered, but existing speech recordings
must be developed to make them suitable for speech recognition. Many troves of transcribed speech may exist for an underresourced language. These can be transcribed radio or television
programmes, court or trade records, or governmental and parliamentary speeches. There are two problems with these kind of
data sources. The first problem is that the transcriptions often
don’t reflect the speech recordings accurately enough to be useful for ASR training. The reason for this may simply be that the
transcription is meant for publication and text that is completely
true to spoken language with its hesitation words and repetitions
is rarely suitable for reading. The second problem is that these
speech recordings are too long to be suitable for ASR training.
Often, audio recordings like these are 10s of minutes in length
but the optimal audio segment length for ASR training is below
35 s [1].
The Icelandic parliament, Althingi, is a source of this kind
of data. Althingi is in session between 800 and 900 hours a year
and their speeches are recorded, transcribed and published. It is
therefore immensely important to be able to harvest this data
source for Icelandic ASR development, especially when other
sources of data are scarce. Althingi’s speeches, however, suffer
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2. Althingi speeches
The amount of available acoustic data from Althingi is potentially very large. The average total speech time in the parliament is around 600 hours a year. This is about 30% greater than
the amount at other Nordic parliaments and the German Bundestag, and a bit under the French and the English parliaments.
Althingi is, however, quite unusual in that it is only composed
of 63 members, so that each member contributes 9.5 hours on
average compared to one to three hours in the German, French
and the British parliaments [8].
Althingi’s speeches have been systematically recorded and
published for many years, stored recordings date back to 2005.
The final text and the recording of each speech has then been
made available on the Althingi website1 . The manual transcription process has been done in two stages. First an initial
manuscript is obtained from a (usually) contracted transcription service. This manuscript is supposed to reflect the spoken
record as well as possible. However, minor editing is usually
done during this process. The initial manuscript is then edited
1 http://www.althingi.is
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by specialists at Althingi’s Information and Publications Department. The purpose of this editing is to make the text fit for
publication. The text is modified to increase its clarity and enrich its context without changing its meaning. For example a
proper noun might be substituted for a pronoun or references
added.

word tokens) from the Leipzig database for Icelandic[11] was
used. The corpus consists of data collected from Icelandic websites. Sentences, containing no tokens which could be abbreviated, were filtered away. Inflected languages require much
data for building language models, and in our case more data
would have been beneficial. Icelandic words can have up to
24 forms. Adjectives have four cases, three genders and two
numbers which can all be different in theory, but the number is
usually lower. Other types of words have lower theoretical maximum of forms. Still, this poses a problem for rare words whose
forms are unlikely to appear in a smaller corpora. This means
that the ability to predict all forms of rare words is diminished
if the corpus too small.
The parliament often uses very specific abbreviations that
naturally did not appear in the language model based on the
Leipzig database. The language model was therefore unable to
deduct which case and gender to use for those abbreviations and
(very typically) gender and case for ordinal numbers. Hence,
a manual correction of expansions, was applied to 100 hours
of data from the years 2013 to 2016. This expanded data was
then added to the language model, resulting in a much better
representation of these words and subsequently more expansion
success. The resulting language model was used to expand the
rest of the parliament speeches, dating from 2005-2012.
Table 1 shows results of an expansion test performed on 100
speeches, chosen at random from the 2005-2012 data. Numbers
and abbreviations in the texts were expanded using the Thrax
tools, and three language models with different n-gram orders.
The language models contain both parliament data, with expanded numbers and abbreviations from the 2013-2016 data,
plus the Leipzig data. The expansions were compared to a corrected expansion of the 100 speeches. The table shows the error
rates obtained, first for 7 parliament specific abbreviations, and
then for general abbreviations and numbers, which have multiple expansions. For this work, the bigram language model

3. Audio Alignment
Speech recognition methods are developed to work on short audio segments, and perfectly transcribed reference texts. This is
rarely the case when working with data not produced for speech
recognition. Hence, some effort has to be made to get the data
into a usable state. That includes text normalization procedures
like removing punctuations and writing all numbers and abbreviations out in full length. Depending on the data, there might
be considerable more things that will need rewriting, before the
data is clean enough for speech recognition training.
The data obtained from the Icelandic parliament consists of
6600 recordings of parliament speeches, dating from 2005 to
2016. Each recording contains one speech, and comes with the
two sets of text files, described in Section 2. The recordings
usually begin and end with the house speaker introducing the
current and next speech, respectively, which is not reflected in
the transcripts.
The total length of the recordings, without trimming nonspeech material away, is 666 hours and 38 minutes. The mean
speech length is 6 minutes, but the range is from just under one
minute and up to roughly half an hour. After expanding numbers, the corpus contains 5,097,612 word tokens and 116,753
word types. Speakers are 197, of which 105 are male and 92
female.
3.1. Text processing and normalization
The text normalization is done in a few steps. The text is put
in lower case and everything in the text files which is not represented in the speech files is removed. For example, annotations
that indicate what is happening in the congress room and labelled references are removed from the transcripts.
Some units in the transcript, such as regulation numbers,
decimal numbers and time, have to be rewritten before number
expansion, so that the transcripts reflect the speech.Parliament
speakers often reference regulations which are usually written
on the format “law-number/year/institution”. So, for example,
“54/1996/ESB" which appears in the transcript has to be rewritten to “54 1996 ESB” before number expansion. Some ambiguity will still remain, since sometimes the speakers say “54
from 1996 ESB”. After rewriting, the remaining punctuations
are removed and spelling corrected, using the words in the final
version of the speeches as a reference dictionary.
Since Icelandic is an inflected language, the expansion
of abbreviations and numbers is a non-trivial procedure. The
OpenGrm Thrax Grammar Development Tools [9, 10] were
used, almost exclusively, to generate all possible expansions
of a number or an abbreviation. The Thrax tools compile a
weighted finite state transducer out of grammars expressed as
regular expressions and context-dependent rewrite rules.

Table 1: Expansion error rates for different language model’s ngram orders. The upper line shows results for 7 common parliament abbreviations, i.e. “hv.", “hæstv.", “þm.", “þskj.", “gr.",
“mgr." and “tölul.". The abbreviations are expanded 393 times,
in 100 randomly chosen parliament speeches. The lower line
shows results for up to 53 general abbreviations and numbers,
that have multiple expansions. They are expanded 279 times.

Althingi abbreviations
General abbr. + numbers

2-gram
10.6
10.6

%Incorrect
3-gram 5-gram
10.1
9.1
10.1
10.2

was used for the expansion of our texts. Preliminary results
on 18 speeches did not reveal the improvement of higher order language models which Table 1 shows. The main aim of
this work is to build an ASR corpus and we believe the expansion errors do not affect the acoustic model considerably nor the
language model used in training the ASR. The phones in the incorrectly expanded words, appear correctly in numerous other
unexpanded words and, in majority of cases the expansion is
correct. Hence, we consider the main effect of these errors to
be an overestimate of the ASRs word error rate (WER). We will
however use the higher order language model in future work.
Sometimes an abbreviation or a number can be correctly expanded to two different set of words based on the surrounding
context. The expansion can then result in an error, even if it was

A language model, which contains expanded abbreviations
and numbers, is needed to select the correct expansions. The
Althingi data was not sufficient for that task since most abbreviations and numbers are rarely expanded. Thus, alongside the
parliament speeches, a corpus of 10 million sentences (167M
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During the first alignment round about 25% of the data
could not be aligned and was filtered away. During the 2nd
round that number was 18.6%.

4. Database and corpus structure
The aligned data set contains of 6493 recordings with 196
speakers. The recordings consist of 199,614 segments, with average duration of 9.8 s. The total duration of the data set is 542
hours and 25 minutes of data and it contains 4,583,751 word
tokens. This is a reduction of 10.0% in text and 18.6% in audio
from the original data set.
The aligned Althingi data set was split up into a training-,
development- and an evaluation set. The training set was obtained from speeches from 2005 to 2015, with a total duration of
514.5 hours. It contains 192 speakers, 104 men and 88 women.
However, even though the women are 46% of the speakers, they
only speak 35% of the words in the training set. The speeches
from 2016 were split evenly between the development- and
evaluation sets, with 14 hours in duration each. There is an
overlap between speakers in the training and test sets, with only
four speakers exclusively in the test sets. The development and
the evaluation set contain 59 speakers, 29 men and 30 women,
and here women speak 49% of the words.
The training data was re-segmented, selecting only the
more accurate matches between audio and transcripts, using a
method, which is similar to the one described in Section 3.2,
except it also does minor modifications of transcripts, such as
allowing repetitions. The re-segmentation process filtered away
roughly 57 hours of unclean data. However, preliminary results
show no advantage by training on only the cleaned-up data.
Some effort was put into manually cleaning the development and evaluation test sets. The audio was decoded, and without looking at what caused the errors, the numbers of correct
words, insertions, deletions and substitutions, were extracted
for each segment. If the number of correct words divided by
the sum of correct, deleted, inserted and substituted words, was
lower that 0.7 and 0.75 for the development and evaluation sets,
respectively, the segment was listened to, and eventual transcript or segmentation errors were fixed. The most significant
sources of mismatch in the corpus stem from pre-existing transcript edits, inaccurate text normalization and noisy recording
circumstances.

Figure 1: The flowchart shows how open vocabulary recognizer
was used to align and segment a part of the parliament data.
That data was then in turn used to train a small in-domain recognizer which could be used to align and segment the rest of the
data. Arrow 1 denotes the initial training of an ASR engine from
the Málrómur speech corpus. Arrow 2 denotes the in-domain
training of 60 hours of aligned and segmented parliament data
into an ASR engine. The final output is the aligned and segmented Althingi speech corpus. Outcomes from ASR engines,
trained on the resulting corpus, can be seen in Sec. 5.3.
correctly executed. For example, in the parliament transcripts,
both “það er" and “það er að segja" have been abbreviated as
“þ.e." and they are interchangeable. It is also not apparent in
the text whether the speaker said “two point five" or “two and a
half" from a transcript with the text “2.5". These errors will increase the word-error-rate estimate of the ASR but are unlikely
to affect training drastically.
3.2. Segmentation and alignment of data
The segmentation and alignment of the database is done in two
stages as depicted in Fig. 1. Two speech recognizers are used
for this purpose: an experimental version of a large vocabulary ASR system for Icelandic, and a domain specific recognizer
trained on the results of the first segmentation round. The LVSR
system for Icelandic (in development) was trained on 170 hours
from the Málrómur corpus [7]. The acoustic model was a conventional GMM system, built on a standard 13-dimensional
cepstral mean-variance normalized Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). Linear discriminative analysis (LDA) was
used for dimension reduction, followed by a maximum likelihood linear transform (MLLT) [12]. An extended and modified version of the Icelandic pronunciation dictionary was used
(see Section 1.2) along with a trigram language model trained
on the Leipzig database. The aligned data was processed into
segments of maximum 15 seconds of audio, using a procedure
based on the first alignment stage of the Librispeech corpus creation [1, 12]. The main parts of the segmentation procedure are
the following: The long audio is split into 30 second long segments with 5 second long overlaps. One decoding graph is built
for each utterance segment. The utterance segments are then
decoded, and information is obtained about the begin time, duration of each word in the utterance and word-error-rate. This
is then used to work out a new segmentation. Segments with a
90% word-error-rate or higher were discarded. To filter the data
further, we calculate the uttered words per second for each segment. Average values and percentiles were calculated for each
speaker and the values were used to discard segments where
the word per second count was outside the speaker’s tenth and
ninetieth percentile.
A new speech recognizer was trained using 60 hours of
the newly aligned parliamentary speeches. We used a triphone
model trained with LDA and MLLT, as before, but we added
speaker adaptive training and boosted maximum mutual information (MMI) parameter estimation (with boost weight 0.1).

5. Speech Recognition
The main aim of this work was to compile a speech recognition
database for Althingi’s parliamentary speeches. We did however also assess four standard speech recognition architectures
implemented in the Kaldi ASR toolkit [12], using the dataset.
A language model was also built for the assessment using transcripts of Althingi’s speeches dating back to 2003.
5.1. Acoustic models
A hidden Markov model was trained using Gaussian mixture
models (HMM) [13, 14], applying LDA and MLLT, and using
features, which were speaker adapted with feature-space Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (fMLLR). This model is
marked as GMM-SAT in Table 2.
Three deep neural network (DNN) architectures were also
evaluated. All of them are a HMM-DNN Tandem architectures
that predict the probabilities of the context-dependent state of a
HMM. The first two are feed-forward neural networks and the
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data.
Phonetic transcriptions were created for the words that did
not already have a transcription by using the Sequitur G2P
toolkit [21]. The pronunciation of Icelandic is fairly transparent
as the projection from the spelling to the pronunciation obeys
very consistent rule. Thus, the pronunciation generation of Sequitur is quite accurate.
Modified Kneser-Ney smoothed 3- and 5-grams [22, 23]
were built using the MIT Language Modeling (MITLM) toolkit
[24]. A pruned 3-gram language model was built using KenLM
[25], before the LSTM decoding, to enable faster decoding. The
5-gram language model is used for re-scoring decoding results.

last one is a recurrent neural network (RNN).
The first architecture is described in [15]. It is a maxout
network, which means the non-linearity is dimension-reducing.
It contains 4 hidden layers, with p-norm non-linearities, where
p = 2. The p-norm input dimension is 2000 and the output dimension is 400. The output layer is a soft-maxout
layer, whose output dimension equals the number of contextdependent states in the system, 3451 in our case. This model is
marked as DNN in Table 2.
A feed-forward deep neural network architecture, called
time-delay deep neural network (TD-DNN) [16] was also evaluated. The setup is described in [17]. However, we used the
Wall-Street Journal Kaldi recipe, which varies slightly from the
one in the paper. We used, for example, a rectified linear unit
(ReLU), with dimension 450, instead of a p-norm non-linearity,
and different splicing indices were applied. The TD-DNN architecture is capable of learning long temporal dependencies
in the data by letting each layer operate at a different temporal resolution. This implementation uses 100 dimensional
iVectors [18] as input to the neural network, to make instantaneous speaker and environment adaptations to the network.
This model is marked as TD-DNN in Table 2.
A long-short term memory implementation, as described
in [19], was evaluated. It trains a RNN acoustic model, using the cross-entropy objective. The Switchboard LSTM recipe
in Kaldi was used. The LSTM RNN contains 3 LSTM layers,
with different LSTM-delays at each layer, and a label-delay of
5 frames. Each layer contains 1024 memory cells. The memory cells contain input, forget and output gates with sigmoidal
non-linearities, cell input and output activations with tanh nonlinearities, and 256 dimensional recurrent and non-recurrent
projection layers, with linear activation units. The output dimension is equal to the number of context dependent states in
the system, or 3451. Like in the TD-DNN case, iVectors are
used as inputs to the neural network. This model is marked as
LSTM-RNN in Table 2.
Finally, the TD-DNN architecture was retrained by synthesizing more training data using speed and volume perturbations [20]. Volume perturbations were applied to a copy of
the original training data, by scaling the volume of each segment with a uniform random variable between 0.125 and 2.0.
Then two extra versions of the training data were synthesized
by changing the speed by a factor 0.9 and 1.1. This model is
marked as TD-DNN w/sp in Table 2.

5.3. Results
Table 2 shows the word-error-rate for the four different acoustic models and the TD-DNN model trained with speed perturbation. The table shows that the best results, of 14.76%, are
achieved by using the LSTM-RNN architecture. It also shows
that the speed perturbation does not increase the performance
of the TD-DNN much. It is quite possible that the adding synthesized data to the training data might be of limited value to
this problem since the acoustic environment of the Althingi constrains the problem enough, but further studies are needed to test
that hypothesis.
Table 2: Word error rate for different acoustic models, using all
available speech training data. All results are obtained by rescoring with a 5-gram language model. "sp" stands for speed
perturbations.
Acoustic model
GMM-SAT
DNN
TD-DNN
TD-DNN w/sp
LSTM-RNN

Development set
22.61
17.48
16.71
16.44
15.17

Evaluation set
22.24
17.28
16.38
16.20
14.76

The WER for the different speakers varied from 7.50% to
26.89%, with a median of 14.75% for the LSTM RNN system.
The differences stem from how similar the speakers’ spoken
language is to written language and how clearly he/she speaks.
The use of filler words, repetitions, speaking fast or not clearly,
all result in a lower score for that speaker.

6. Conclusions

5.2. Language Models

This paper presents a corpus of aligned and segmented Icelandic
parliamentary speeches which is suitable for training speech
recognition systems. The challenges involved were text normalization of an inflected language, dealing with edited transcripts
and aligning (sometimes noisy) speech recordings. The preliminary results, however, show that the resulting corpus is well
suitable for training speech recognition systems. The corpus is
made available on the Málföng website (http://www.malfong.is)
with an open CC-BY 4.0 license and releasing the Kaldi recipes
are also planned.

The language model training material consists of speech transcripts, from the years 2003 to 2011, scraped from the Althingi
website, approx. 30 million word tokens, as well as the parliament training data, up to and including 2015. There is therefore
no overlap between the these transcripts and the texts in the development and evaluation sets.
The lexicon used is based on the pronunciation dictionary
from the Hjal project [6], available at Málföng2 . We added
words from the language model training data, which appeared
three times or more. Words that included foreign letters, numbers, punctuations or no vowels were excluded. A list was created of all the words whose first four letters did not fit with a
four letter n-gram and manually checked. About 75% of those
misfitted words were kept in the dictionary. The out of vocabulary token rate in the test sets is 1.4%, but 0.96% in the training
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